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This paper presents new logic synthesis techniques for
generating multilevel circuits with concurrent error detection
based on a parity-check code scheme that can detect all
errors caused by single stuck-at faults. These synthesis
techniquesfully automate the design process and allow for
a better quality result than previous methods thereby
reducing the cost of concurrent error detection. An
algorithm is described for selecting a good parity-check
code for encoding the outputs of a circuit. Once the code
has been chosen, a new procedure called structureconstrained logic optimization is used to minimize the area
of the circuit as much as possible while still using a
circuit structure that ensures that single stuck-at faults
cannot produce undetected errors. The implementation that
is generated is path fault secure and when augmented by a
checkerforms a self-checking circuit. Results indicate that
self-checking multilevel circuits can be generated which
require significantly less area than using duplication.

1 . Introduction
Concurrent error detection is an important requirement
in the design of systems in which reliability and data
integrity are important. Concurrent error detection
circuitry has the ability to detect both transient and
permanent faults as well as to enhance off-line testability
and reduce BIST overhead [51, [14].
One general approach for concurrent error detection is to
encode the outputs of a circuit with an error detecting code
and have a checker that monitors the outputs and gives an
error indication if a non-codeword occurs. A systematic
code is a code in which codewords are constructed by
augmenting the normal output bits with check bits. Using
a systematic code for concurrent error detection has the
advantage that no decoding is needed to get the normal
output bits. Figure 1 shows the general structure of a
circuit being checked with a systematic code. There are
three parts: function logic, check symbol generator, and
checker. The function logic generates the normal outputs,
the check symbol generator generates the check bits, and
the checker determines if they form a codeword. Two types
of systematic codes that are used for concurrent error
detection are Berger codes and parity-checkcodes.
The conventional approach for designing arbitrary
multilevel circuits with concurrent error detection has been
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Fig. 1. Concurrent Error Detection using a Systematic Code

to use duplication. The circuit is simply duplicated and the
outputs are compared using an equality checker. While
this provides very high error detection capability, it has a
large area overhead. Recently, research has been done on
using automated logic synthesis techniques (such as those
used in MIS [l]) to design multilevel circuits with
concurrent error detection requiring less area overhead than
duplication while still detecting all errors due to internal
single stuck-at faults [3], [7]. Internal single stuck-at
faults are all single stuck-at faults except those at the
primary inputs (PI’S). Note that for any concurrent error
detection scheme (including duplication), detection of
stuck-at faults at the PI’s cannot be guaranteed unless
encoded inputs are used. However, if the inputs to the
circuit are outputs of another concurrently checked logic
block, then the only undetectable PI faults are break faults
after the checker [lo].
Jha and Wang [7] described a method for synthesizing
self-checkingcircuits based on a unidirectional code (e.g., a
Berger code). De et al. [3] described the RSYN synthesis
system which can synthesize self-checking circuits based
on one of three schemes: Berger code, parity-check code,
or duplication. They gave results for some benchmark
circuits, and for almost all of the circuits, the parity-check
code scheme required the least area overhead. This paper
presents new logic synthesis techniques for generating
multilevel circuits with concurrent error detection based on
parity-check codes. These techniques allow for a significant
improvement in the quality of the result.
Aparity-check code is a code in which each check bit is
a parity check for a group of output bits. Each group of
outputs that is checked by a parity check bit is called a
parity group. In single-bit parity, there is one parity group
which contains all of the outputs. In duplication of a
circuit with n outputs, there are n parity groups each
containing one of the outputs. The two basic steps in
synthesizing a circuit that uses a parity-check code for
concurrent error detection are: (1) determining which
parity-check code to use, and (2) performing logic
optimization under the constraint that the structure of the
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Table 1. Algorithm for Selecting Parity-Check Code

circuit is such that faults cause detectable errors (i.e., noncodeword outputs). In this paper, a fully automated
parity-check code selection algorithm is presented. It is a
greedy algorithm that tries to find the optimal code for
minimizing the overall area of the circuit using a cost
function that considers the area of all three parts of the
circuit: function logic, parity predict logic (check symbol
generator), and checker. Once the code is selected, the next
step is to perform logic optimization under structural
constraints. In this paper, a new logic optimization
technique called structure-constrained logic optimization
(SCLO)is presented. By considering structural constraints
when factoring, SCLO optimizes the area of the circuit as
much as possible under the constraints.

;ELECT-PARITY-CHECK-CODE (funct-logic):
optJunct-logic = unconstrained logic opt. of funct-logic
best-code = duplication code
/* one parity group for each output *I
for i = 1 to NUKPO(funct-logic)
paritysroupi = ( i )
repeat {
for each codei,! formed by combining parity
groups i andj in best-code
compute AREA-REDUCE(best-code, codei,j )
codep,, = code that maximizes A R E A - R E D U C E
if ( AREA-REDUCE(best-code, codep,, ) > 0 ) (
best-code = codeps
J* combine parity groups p and q */
parity_groupp = parity_groupp v p a r i t y s r o u p ,
delete p a r i t y s r o u p ,
improve = true
} else improve = false
] until ( ! improve I I best-code == single-bit parity code )
retum ( best-code )

,

2 . Terminology
A multilevel circuit can be represented by a Boolean
network which is a directed acyclic graph where each node
corresponds to a Boolean function and each inward arc
indicates an input to the function. If a directed path exists
from node i to node j , then node i is a transitive fun-in of
node j, and node j is a transitive fan-out of node i.
The totally self-checking (TSC) goal is to detect the
first error that occurs due to any fault in a specified fault
class. The concept of path fault secure (PFS) circuits was
introduced in [15] and is defined as follows.
Definition 1: A circuit is p a t h fault secure (PFS) if
and only if for every fault in a specified fault class, error
propagation down any set of possible structural paths from
the fault site to the outputs will never produce an incorrect
codeword output.
It was shown in [15] that PFS circuits that are checked
by a TSC checker achieve the TSC goal regardless of
which input pattems occur during normal operation. The
techniques described in this paper generate self-checking
circuits that are PFS.

\REA-REDUCE (best-code, codei,j ):
sharedi,, = LITS-S HARED(optfunct-logic,
paritysroupi, parity-groupj)
ci,j = SIMPLIFY( XOR(ci, cj) )
parity-reducei, = LITS(ci) + LITS(cj) - LlTS(ci,),
checker-reducei,, = 4
retum ( parity-reducei,, + checker-reducei,, - sharedi,, )

,

depends on the size of the parity functions that must be
implemented for each check bit. The area required by the
checker depends on how many parity groups there are.
The number of possible parity-check codes for a circuit
with n outputs is equal to Bn, the number of partitions of
a set of n objects. This number is exponential in n, so
heuristics are needed in searching for the minimal area
code. A greedy algorithm is given in Table 1 which uses
the heuristic of pairwise combining parity groups in
searching for a minimal area code. It begins with the
duplication code in which each output is in its own parity
group. It then estimates the reduction in the area for all
codes that can be formed by combining two of the parity
groups and chooses the code that offers the largest area
reduction. This process continues until no further reduction
in area is possible through combining parity groups.
The area reduction for using code B instead of code A,
where code B is formed by combining two parity groups in
code A, is estimated by considering the resulting change in
the area for each of the three parts of the circuit:
Function Loeic: Area may increase because of added
constraints on logic sharing between outputs. This is
estimated by looking at the function logic optimized with
no constraints and computing the literal count of the logic
shared between the outputs that are combined into the same
parity group in code B since this logic can no longer be
shared if code B is used instead of code A:"However, global
restructuring operations during SCLO may compensate for
some of this loss by factoring the circuit differently.

3 . Selecting Parity-Check Code
Given a combinationalcircuit for which concurrent error
detection is required, the first step is to select a paritycheck code for encoding the outputs. To make the circuit
PFS for all internal single stuck-at faults, logic cannot be
shared between two outputs in the same parity group
because then if a fault occurred in the shared logic, an error
could propagate to both outputs causing a two bit error
which would not be detected by the parity checker.
Therefore, a tradeoff exists between the number of parity
groups (is.check
,
bits), and the constraints on logic sharing
between outputs. The more parity groups there are, the
more logic sharing is possible, however more parity
groups require more parity predict logic to generate the
check bits.
The goal is to select the code that will require the
least area to implement. The area of the circuit is equal to
the sum of the areas of the function logic, parity predict
logic, and checker. The area required by the function logic
depends on how much logic sharing is possible. The area
required
by
the parity
predict
logic
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4.2 Constraints on Extraction
Extraction is an operation in which an intermediatenode

Paritv Predict Logic: Area will decrease because there
will be one less parity function. Let c1 and c2 be the
parity functions for the parity groups in code A that are
combined to form code B. The number of literals that will
be saved is estimated by comparing the factored form literal
count of C I plus c2 with that of ( c I 8 c 2 ) after
simplifying:
p.p.1. area(A) - p.p.1. area@) = lits(c1) + lits(c2) - lits(c1 @ c2)

is created by factoring out a common subexpressionfrom a
set of nodes, S. The intermediate node will have an arc to
each node in S, and hence will be a transitive fan-in of
every PO that is a transitive fan-out of any node in S.
Therefore, in SCLO, common subexpressions can only be
extracted from a set of nodes if all the PO’s that are transitive
fan-out’s of the set of nodes are in different parity groups.
In order to implement constrained extraction, the
process of selecting common subexpressions to extract
needs to be modified. Two methods that are used for
selecting common subexpressions to extract are rectangle
covering [23 and the concurrent decomposition procedure
in [12]. In both methods, subexpressions are identified,
and each is assigned a value based on the number of literals
that will be reduced if it is extracted. In SCLO,
subexpressionscannot always be extracted from the full set
of possible nodes due to the structure constraints. Thus,
the value assigned to each subexpression must be adjusted
according to the maximum number of literals that can be
reduced without violating the constraints. Subexpressions
can then be selected based on the adjusted values and
extracted from the maximal set of nodes that the
constraints allow. Details on a procedure for extraction in
SCLO using rectangle covering can be found in [16].

Checker: Area will decrease because there is one fewer
check bit. The checker will have 4 fewer literals.
In the worst case, the code selection algorithm will
execute the AREA-REDUCE function

5 ci

times,

i=l

where n is the number of PO’s. Thus, a solution is
obtained using only O(n210g2n)operations, where each
operation requires computing the exclusive OR of two
functions and simplifying it.

.

4 Structure-Constrained Logic
Optimization (SCLO)
Once the parity-check code has been selected, the next
step is to optimize the circuit under the constraints on
logic sharing that are needed to ensure that no internal
single stuck-at fault can cause an undetectable error. A
new synthesis technique that does this, called structureis described here.
constrained logic optimization (SCLO),
Multilevel logic optimization improves circuit area by
using operations that restructure and minimize the logic
represented by a Boolean network. In SCLO, restrictions
are placed on the restructuring operations to ensure that the
resulting circuit will satisfy the structural constraints.
Given the initial multilevel logic equations and the
parity-check code, SCLO optimizes the logic under the
constraint that a non-PI node cannot be a transitive fan-in
of more than one PO in a parity group. SCLO is
accomplished by starting with an initial Boolean network
that satisfies the constraints, and then constraining the
restructuring operations so that they never cause nodes to
violate the constraints. The two restructuring operations
that can cause a node to violate the constraints are
resubstitution and extraction.

4.3 Technology Mapping
After the Boolean network is optimized, a technology
mapping procedure that follows the structure of the
Boolean network, such as tree-mapping [4], [8], is used to
map the Boolean network to single-output library cells.
The resulting mapped circuit is PFS for internal single
stuck-at faults because each such fault affects only one cell
and can propagate to no more than one output in any
parity group using any set of possible structural paths.
Thus, it can never produce an incorrect codeword output.
For a self-checking circuit, a TSC checker needs to be
added to the PFS circuit generated by SCLO. TSC parity
checkers [9] can be used to check each parity group, and
then a TSC two-rail checker 161 can be used to combine
the error indication signals.

5 . Results

4.1 Constraints on Resubstitution

The synthesis method proposed in this paper has been
implemented by making modifications to SIS 1.1 (an
updated version of MIS). The code selection algorithm
was added, and the restructuring algorithms were extended
to handle structural constraints so that SCLO could be
performed. Self-checkingcircuits were generated for some
of the MCNC combinational benchmark circuits and then
placed and routed using the TimberwolfSC 4 . 2 ~standard
cell package [13]. The circuits were optimized using the
script file script.boolean included with the SIS source
code. Results are shown in Table 2 for some of the
circuits which were chosen to illustrate the variance in the
number of check bits for the parity-check code selected by
the code selection algorithm. Literal counts are given in

Resubstitution is an operation where some node a ,
which is “divisible” by another node 6 , is rewritten as a
function of node b , thus creating an arc from node b to
node a [ 11. This arc may create a path such that node b
(or some node that is a transitive fan-in of node b if
Boolean resubstitution is considered) becomes a transitive
fan-in of more than one PO in a parity group, thus
violating the constraints.
Therefore, in SCLO,
resubstitution can be performed between two nodes only if
the resulting arc does not violate the constraints.
Various filters are generally used to reduce the number
of node pairs for which resubstitution is attempted [l]. So
this constraint can be simply added as an additional filter.
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Table 2. Results for MCNC Benchmark Circuits
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terms of factored form literals and layout areas are given in
units of 1000 h2 , where h is the minimum size in a
technology. Under the first major heading, information
about each circuit is given: number of PI’S, number of
PO’s, literal count after normal unconstrained logic
optimization, and layout area for the optimized circuit
(with no concurrent error detection). Under the second and
third major headings, results for the duplication method and
the synthesis method proposed in this paper are given:
number of check bits, literal count for the circuit, literal
count for the checker, total literal count for the selfchecking circuit, layout area for the self-checking circuit,
and the percentage of area overhead required which is
computed as show below.
% Area Overhead = (self-checkinglayout area) - (normal layout area)
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For the circuits where the number of check bits (i.e., parity
groups) that are used in the parity-check code chosen by the
synthesis method is equal to the number of PO’s, the
duplication code was selected. Where the number of check
bits is equal to one, single-bit parity prediction was selected.

.

G Conclusions
The logic synthesis techniques presented here produce
a better result than previous synthesis methods because the
parity-code selection algorithm uses a cost function based
on the area of the function logic, parity predict logic, and
checker, and the structure-constrainedlogic optimization
technique considers the structural constraints during each
step of logic optimization. Results were presented that
show that these techniques can significantlyreduce the area
overhead required for concurrent error detection in
multilevel circuits. A possibility for future research is to
apply these techniques to synthesis of fault-tolerant finite
state machines where the states are encoded with a paritycheck code [l 11. Also, the structure-constrained logic
optimization procedure described here can easily be
generalized for any types of structural constraints during
logic synthesis and may have other applications.
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